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J/  photoproduction

High energy
Near threshold

Two gluon exchange mechanism,
Small t
Probes gluonic GPDs
Confirmed in HERA experiments
H1 arXiv:hep-ex/0510016, Zeus arXiv:hep-ex/0404008

It is expected the production mechanism to be 
changed.
|tmin| = 2.23GeV2 @ threshold
All three quarks share the large momentum 
transfer

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0510016&sa=D&ust=1528298918800000&usg=AFQjCNFMObb7TZBZemfvBAWZZU6wRE9WJQ
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0404008&sa=D&ust=1528298918800000&usg=AFQjCNGlhmV--DAeF6PRUB3qiaIF946vtA


VDM picture of J/  photoproduction

arXiv:hep-ph/0010343

Photoproduction near threshold creates favorable conditions for studying J/  elastic scattering

Close to production threshold E  ≈  10 GeV

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0010343&sa=D&ust=1528298918929000&usg=AFQjCNEHCokcHYCujV8ovsNjsyPapjcJTw


arXiv:hep-ph/0010343

Cross-section near threshold

 is defined as 
JLab accessible region

There is no published data below E  < 11 GeV

Precision measurements are needed in this 
region

JLab is in a good position to explore the near 
threshold region

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0010343&sa=D&ust=1528298918937000&usg=AFQjCNFk9XH6lRQFlRmepi_k6xUzHFZBYg


Possibility to detect LHCb pentaquarks w/ CLAS12 
LHCb: observation of two resonance states 
referred as charmonium pentaquarks

Amplitude analysis of J/ K-p final state with inclusion of all know *→K-p decays was not able to 
describe the data.

arXiv:1507.03414

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03414&sa=D&ust=1528298919168000&usg=AFQjCNEN2uCMg-0B6kWtwSYwJdyselsF0w


arXiv:1507.03414

Pc(4450)

Pc(4380)

Resonances have 9  (Pc(4380)) 
and 12  (Pc(4450)) significance

          Pc(4380)
M = 4380±8±29 MeV

 = 205±18±86 MeV

          Pc(4450)
M = 4449.5±1.7±2.5 MeV

 = 49±5±19 MeV

Possibility to detect LHCb pentaquarks w/ CLAS12 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://arxiv.org/abs/1507.03414&sa=D&ust=1528298920104000&usg=AFQjCNG2tPAbrrXs7Yt8sQlE3VkQ5a239Q


Possibility to detect LHCb pentaquarks w/ CLAS12 
It has triggered multiple papers arguing the nature of these two structures

Hadronic molecule: charmed baryon with anti-charmed meson D*
arXiv:1507.03704

Colored three quark and quark-antiquark (Non-molecule)
arXiv:1507.04694

No resonance at all, just a kinematic effect (threshold effect, triangle singularity)
arXiv:1507.06552, arXiv:1507.04950

Clearly, independent measurements are needed with different production mode

It was suggested to search for Pc states in the J/  photoproduction on the proton
arXiv:1508.00339, arXiv:1508.01496, arXiv:1508.00888

s channel resonance in the γ+p→Pc→J/ψ+p reaction



Possibility to detect LHCb pentaquarks w/ CLAS12 
σ(γ+p→Pc→J/ψ+p)

CLAS12 (along with other JLab experiments) are in the 
good position to probe this channel Assuming BR(Pc(4450)J/ψ+p) = 1%

Min and max limits come from theoretical Uncertainty of partial waves

V. Kubarovsky and M.B. Voloshin



CLAS12 experiments on J/
E12-12-001: Timelike Compton Scattering and J/  photoproduction on the proton in e-e+ 
pair production with CLAS12 at 11 GeV. Has been approved in 2012, and granted 120 PAC days

E12-12-001A: Near threshold J/  photoproduction and study of LHCb pentaquarks with 
CLAS12.

- Includes J/ → - + decay mode
     CLAS12 has no muon detector however, using ECal we will achieve ≈⨯6                      

             suppression of - + pairs. 

- Study charmed pentaquarks Pc(4380) and Pc(4450)

The LHCb pentaquark paper triggered a new proposal 



CLAS12 design parameters

Forward tagger 
non-baseline equipment

Horizontal



CLAS12
Commissioning: Dec 2017, Jan 2018 

Torus and solenoid achieved full designed currents

All baseline and non-baseline detectors operational

Three main triggers + >30 prescaled diagnostic 
triggers. Main trigs: e-, MesonX and J/ψ (muon 
trigger)

Beam polarization: ≈ 85%

- Beam energy: 10.6 GeV
- 50 nA current.
- 79 mC (e- neg.pol.) + 22 mC (e+ pos.pol.)
- Accumulated charge corresponds to ≈ 
10% RGA expected full luminosity.



CLAS12
Commissioning: Dec 2017, Jan 2018 

Torus and solenoid achieved full field

All baseline and non-baseline detectors operational

Three main triggers + >30 prescaled diagnostic 
triggers. Main trigs: e-, MesonX and  J/ψ (muon 
trigger)

Beam polarization: ≈ 85%

- Beam energy: 10.6 GeV
- 50 nA current.
- 79 mC (e- neg.pol.) + 22 mC (e+ pos.pol.)
- Accumulated charge corresponds to ≈ 
10% RGA expected full luminosity.

Calibrations are in progress

Full cooking will start in mid. July

No CLAS12 data will be shown today

Next Run: Aug 22 to Nov 15, 2018



Untagged photoproduction

Events with Q2~0 will be selected as a candidate for quasi-real photoproduction events

In the electroproduction of lepton pairs 
there are two electrons in the final state

From pair 
production

Beam electron
The final state to be analyzed

Tagged photoproduction

-Beam electron is detected in the Forward   
 tagger
-Different combinations of l-l+p will be  
 detected in CLAS12 forward detector
- Low rate, however detecting only p and/or 
J/  products will allow tag the reaction.



Untagged photoproduction

Events with Q2~0 will be selected as a candidate for quasi-real photoproduction events

In the electroproduction of lepton pairs 
there are two electrons in the final state

From pair 
production

Beam electron
The final state to be analyzed

Tagged photoproduction

Beam electron is detected in the Forward 
tagger

Different combinations of l-l+p will be 
detected in CLAS12 forward detector

NOTE: while CLAS12 has no muon detector, 
for J/  analysis, EC will be used to select -

+ pairs, since - + pairs will contribute only 
to the background, moreover PCal/EC will 
allow to suppress by ≈⨯6



CLAS E1-6 data: selection of quasi-real 
photoproduction events



Invariant mass distribution from CLAS e1-6 data
 and  peaks are clearly visible

M > 1.1 GeV was selected for TCS analysis



Simulations: untagged photoproduction

Quasi-real photoproduction events



Acceptance and expected M(e-e+) distribution

Signal to bg. ratio ≈ 100High acc @J/ψ mass 

100 days of beam time with 1035 cm-2



CLAS12 expected results

About 45 J/  per day according to 2 gluon exchange mechanism
Expected number of charmed pentaquarks 98 per day



Summary
12 GeV JLab upgrade crosses the J/  production threshold

Measurements of t and W dependence of J/  production cross section will be important input 
to different proposed J/  production mechanism near the threshold.

Has potential to detect and study Pc pentaquark(s)

CLAS12 commissioned successfully in Dec,2017 - Jan 2018, and all detector components 
met design requirements.

1st CLAS12 RG-A run recently completed. Preliminary results are expected soon

Next part of RG-A will start Aug 2018



Backup Slides



Triggers



(M( - +) > 3 GeV) ≈ 5 nb
K. Abe et al, PRL, 53, 751 (1984)

Pion pair production cross section



Simulations: Tagged photoproduction
Photon flux is ⨯10 smaller

Very good mass resolution

Better W resolution

Better acceptance, Detecting p, and/or J/  
products (e,  pairs) will allow tag the reaction.



Acceptance ep→J/ψ(→e-e+)p(e/) Invariant mass of e-e+p system

Kinematic coverage

Pc pentaquarks are well inside the acceptance region



Slide from J. Newton



Acceptance with tagged photoproduction


